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The problems

Busy curriculum and probability left to the end of the year

Many misconceptions and misuse of language

Students not prepared for Mathematical Methods

So much to remember in mathematics 



The problems

Busy curriculum and probability left to the end of the year

Misconceptions and misuse of language

Students not prepared for Mathematical Methods

So much to remember in mathematics 

Connect probability to different parts of the curriculum in 

mathematics, and other curriculum areas. 

Actively address misconceptions and misuse of language

Informally introduce Mathematical Methods concepts

Understand concepts, so they are remembered 

Solutions



Probability

What is your favourite probability activity? Pair/Share

Three ways of looking at probability:   

Experimental,   Theoretical,   Subjective probability



Instructions
Place counter at Start
Toss coin
Heads – move left into next row
Tails – move right into next row
Continue until the last row of circles
Mark your destination (Tally I)
Try this out 50 times: marking your
destination each time

Fairground Investigation



Fairground Investigation

Further Questions:

Given your results explain where 

the fairground owners might place 

their best prizes?

What difference might it make to 

your results if you used 16, 32 or 48 

turns at winning?



NAPLAN probability – very little



Curriculum

Level 7

Construct sample spaces for single-step experiments with equally likely 

outcomes (VCMSP266)

Assign probabilities to the outcomes of events and determine probabilities for 

events (VCMSP267)

Level 8

Identify complementary events and use the sum of probabilities to solve 

problems (VCMSP294)

Describe events using language of 'at least', exclusive 'or' (A or B but not both), 

inclusive 'or' (A or B or both) and 'and' (VCMSP295)

Represent events in two-way tables and Venn diagrams and solve related 

problems (VCMSP296)

https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP266
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP267
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP294
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP295
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP296


Curriculum

Level 9

List all outcomes for two-step chance experiments, both with and without replacement 

using tree diagrams or arrays. Assign probabilities to outcomes and determine probabilities 

for events (VCMSP321)

Calculate relative frequencies from given or collected data to estimate probabilities of 

events involving 'and' or 'or' (VCMSP322)

Investigate reports of surveys in digital media and elsewhere for information on how data 

were obtained to estimate population means and medians (VCMSP323)

Level 10

Describe the results of two- and three-step chance experiments, both with and without 

replacements, assign probabilities to outcomes and determine probabilities of events. 

Investigate the concept of independence (VCMSP347)

Use the language of ‘if ....then, ‘given’, ‘of’, ‘knowing that’ to investigate conditional 

statements and identify common mistakes in interpreting such language (VCMSP348)

https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP321
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP322
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP323
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP347
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP348






Connect to mathematics and other context, and VCE

Measurement, 

With the Yellow Post-it-notes

Several people to measure Anna’s hand span
Put the measurements on  a Post-it-note
Find the average, make a histogram

With the Green Post-it-notes

Measures your own hand span
Put the measurements on a Post-it-note
Find the average, make a histogram



Connect to mathematics and other context, and VCE

Measurement, errors, confidence intervals

With the Yellow Post-it-notes

Several people to measure Anna’s hand span
Put the measurements on  a Post-it-note
Find the average, make a histogram

With the Green Post-it-notes

Everyone measures their own hand span
Put the measurements on a Post-it-note
Find the average, make a histogram

Think about accuracy of measurements, errors, 
confidence intervals (generally, not with formula)



Introduction to mathematical methods- language



Introduction to mathematical methods- language



Introduction to mathematical methods- concrete



Introduction to mathematical methods- concrete



Connect to mathematics and other contexts

Geometry
Addresses the “Equally likely” misconception

Make the shapes
Name the shapes
What the chance of landing on each side? 



Connect to mathematics and other contexts

Geometry
Addresses the “Equally likely” misconception

3D shapes



https://www.uccs.e

du/Documents/pipe

s/mccoyprob-

games.pdf

Lu-lu

https://www.uccs.edu/Documents/pipes/mccoyprob-games.pdf


Lu-lu Hawaiian traditional game 

Experimental/ Theoretical/  Subjective probability

Four counters, dots on one side and plain on the other. 

Shake and toss, add up the dots

Toss seven times, the winner is the closest to 50 dots



Lu-lu

What questions could you ask about this game? 

https://www.uccs.edu/Documents/pipes/mccoyprob-games.pdf

https://www.uccs.edu/Documents/pipes/mccoyprob-games.pdf


Lu-lu

What questions could you ask about this game? 

How many ways  are there to get a three? 

What scores  are possible? 

What is the expected value?

How could you expand this game? 

Expand - A pair of throws

https://www.uccs.edu/Documents/pipes/mccoyprob-games.pdf

https://www.uccs.edu/Documents/pipes/mccoyprob-games.pdf


Lu-lu

Sum

0

1 1

1 2 3 Sample

1 2 3 6 space Freq

1 2 3 4 10 0 1

1 3 4 1 1

1 2 4 7 2 1

1 3 4 8 3 2

1 4 5 4 2

2 2 5 2

2 3 5 6 2

2 4 6 7 2

2 3 4 9 8 1

3 3 9 1

3 4 7 10 1

4 4 Total 16

Average 5

Expected value?



Lu-lu

Level 7 Assign probabilities to the outcomes of events 

and determine probabilities for events (VCMSP267)

Level 7 Construct sample spaces for single-step 

experiments with equally likely outcomes (VCMSP266)

Level 10 Describe the results of two- and three-step 

chance experiments, both with and without 

replacements, assign probabilities to outcomes and 

determine probabilities of events. Investigate the 

concept of independence (VCMSP347)

https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP267
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP266
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCMSP347


Misconceptions

How would you explain why this misconception is not true?

http://www.cimt.org.uk/projects/mepres/allgcse/as5act1.pdf

http://www.cimt.org.uk/projects/mepres/allgcse/as5act1.pdf


Probability and
Gambling 

VCAL Numeracy skills (foundation, intermediate and senior)

What are the odds?

In this unit students will learn about the randomness of gambling 

games/activities along with the limited chances of winning given the size 

of gambling losses in Australia and the difficulty in predicting outcomes.

Students will gain an understanding:

•that 'chance has no memory'

•that many gambling games involve random processes

•how gambling agencies/venues make profits

VCAL Numeracy Unit: What are the odds?

Spreadsheets for demonstrating gambling outcomes and data:

•A day at the races

•Card sharp

•Melbourne Cup

•Pokies

•Setting limits

•Sports betting agency

PowerPoint presentations (pdf format) of lesson overviews:

•Lesson 1: Chance has no memory

•Lesson 2: Who are the real winners?

•Lesson 3: Pokies

•Lesson 4: Sports betting

•Lesson 5: Horse racing

This unit was developed and piloted in partnership with 

the Mathematical Association of Victoria.

https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/reducing-
harm/schools/resources-teachers/

https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/reducing-harm/schools/resources-teachers/
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/600/VRGF_MAV_Numeracy_2019_web.pdf
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/601/a-day-at-the-races.xlsx
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/602/Card_sharp_spreadsheet.xlsm
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/603/MelbCup_spreadsheet.xlsx
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/604/Pokies_spreadsheet.xlsm
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/605/Setting_limits_spreadsheet.xlsm
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/606/Sports_betting_agency_spreadsheet.xlsm
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/607/Lesson_1_Chance_has_no_memory.pdf
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/608/Lesson_2_Who_are_the_real_winners.pdf
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/609/Lesson_3_Pokies.pdf
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/610/Lesson_4_Sports_Betting.pdf
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/documents/611/Lesson_5_Horseracing.pdf
https://www.mav.vic.edu.au/
https://responsiblegambling.vic.gov.au/reducing-harm/schools/resources-teachers/


NAPLAN Grade 3



Bingo

Times-table Bingo, 

Children make their own Bingo boards.  Would it be better to include: 24 or 15 or 31?



Misconceptions and language

Equally likely

Fractions

If I secretly  use a spinner and tell you the results, 

can you tell be which spinner I have used? 

Concentrate on correct, change and 

fraction/percentage language. 

Spinners


